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Chat to us online

From the Editor’s desk....
Following the good rains this summer, the
animals at Emdoneni can be seen grazing
on the well grown green grasses and shrubs
that have sprung up all over the grounds.
Visit soon to experience some of this piece
of paradise for yourself!
MAX and POPEYE remain together as a
happy couple. Popeye took us by surprise
recently when she brought down a brownhooded kingfisher, proving the story about
catching flying birds! What makes this story
even more amazing, is the fact that Popeye
only has one eye, as she lost her other eye
when young, before she was adopted.

Cheetah Calabash
Tea Garden
Our Cheetah Calabash tea garden
is popular with guests who can
enjoy a refreshing drink after a hot
sunny day, relaxing while enjoying
the view and natural surroundings...
So the next time you pop in, come
and enjoy an ice cold drink to help
ease the heat and treat yourself to
a specially prepared pancake with
one of our famous fillings!
The magnificent Max, a caracal in his prime.

Caracal
With its Lynx-size head and distinctive
pointed ears the caracal should be a dead
giveaway in the wild but because it is
particularly skilled at bush camouflage lying frozen against the earth and holding
its head down when in danger - the
caracal is scarcely discernible, even on bare
ground.
The very first couple that visited our tea garden,
from Richards Bay, also celebrated their first
anniversary with us!

This savage, graceful cat has all the
attributes of a great hunter. Speed,
lightning reflexes, agility and remarkable
stealth, that even make it capable of
snatching a flying bird out of the air.

MADDY is our new caracal, who arrived in
December 2012. Donated by Leo, Tish and
Celeste van Rooyen from Pongola, he had
become too wild as a pet, so we welcome
him to the Cat Project.
PEACHES and MADDY, the two bachelors,
fight through the fence when they spot
guests walking around the camps, but
beside this competing they are well.
Tish visits her caracal friend Maddy

BAR-ONE and LULU are still fighting for
food and Bar-one doesn’t understand
why Lulu must eat first.
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SKYE and SHADOW, our recent additions
to the family, are developing into very
handsome males so Moya and Juba should
be on the look out! The competition is
getting stronger and one of these days
they may start catching the ladies eyes and
then the two brothers are going to have
problems!
The cheetahs enjoying a snack of pellets, to give
them extra vitamins and minerals.

Then...

MOYA and JUBA, the two brothers, are in tip-top

Giving Back to the
Community!
Juba being affectionate to Cecillie, taken
when he was just 3 months old.

... and now!

condition and as good looking as always. All
guests who visit the cat project fall in love
with these two glamour boys, who have
become great ambassadors for the sake of
all cheetah (and other wild cats) as a result
of all the attention.

CAN IT BE? DID OUR CHEETAH
FINALLY MATE?
We are not sure yet, but keep watch for details
in the next newsletter or on the website.

As much as we rely on the community
and visitors to support us, Emdoneni
also contributes back to the community.
From time to time we have Zulu women
from the surrounding rural areas visit
the lodge property to cut the long reed
grass (‘nduli’). They use this grass to
weave grass mats (‘amacansi’), baskets
etc. which they sell for income at nearby
curio stalls and in Durban.
Similar reed carpets were traditionally
used as sleeping mats by the Zulu people.

ZERA and AUTUMN, the females, are also

fine and still enjoy staying together in one
enclosure, but sadly still no sign of interest
in the boys - so we think they need a life
lecture! They still don’t realise that we are
relying on them to help increase the cheetah
population… hopefully they will have a
total change of mind soon.

Umfolozi Hotel Casino Covention
Resort of Empangeni regularly
support local conservation projects –
and this year they decided to
support Emdoneni!
Thank you to the team for the
very welcome donation!

Cheetah
Cheetahs are built like greyhounds with flawless
aerodynamics. The cheetah is the fastest mammal
on earth and also one of the most beautiful of
our cats, which we are sure all who have visited
them will agree to! Their long, graceful limbs,
reminiscent of the shape of our top human
athletes, are made for speed.

Thank You !

Juba still loves to give attention to humans,
especially to his human ‘dad’, Louis.

Local women gather reed grass from
Emdoneni to weave mats and baskets

E
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Is it a Bird, or is it a cat?
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Caption.

African Wild Cats
Given the opportunity in the wild it will interbreed
with its domestic cousin in the areas of human
settlement, pure-bred African wild cats are no
longer very easy to find. They are in tiny cases,
exclusive, shy and mostly nocturnal.
The African Wild cat family is doing great but
sadly no signs of kittens yet!
GRUMPY, HOUDINI and MICHAEL are the
3 Musketeers and always keep together.
Khaya, the young male, is the loner and
spends most of his time wandering around
by himself.

Bruce is good for breeding, but has a bad
personality, so we have to keep him seperated.

Muhle or Jane sitting in a tree - both of them hide
so carefully that we are never sure which one it is!

during the year as she has not succeeded in
having little ones yet.

Serval
For a wild cat the SERVAL can be surprisingly
bold in human territory. Although its diet usually
consist of wild rats, mice and game birds, it has
been known to raid domestic stock up to size of
a peacock! If the prey is too large for one meal,
it will leave the remains and return for a second
course one or two nights later, which is a nasty
habit and makes them very vulnerable to capture.

NOAH the young male has also developed
an attitude all of the sudden and is fighting
with the girls at feeding time… we needed
to teach him some manners! He totally
forgot about being a gentleman, so we
moved him to an enclosure on his own, until
he learns to behave better.

Noah hiding in the trees - too many female
cats are interested in him lately!

JANE, MUHLE and SPOTTY all are doing
fine in the big enclosure, with plenty of
space for them not to get in each others
way. Spotty and Muhle prefer staying up
in the trees which Jane does not complain
about, because she enjoys the fact that she
has the enclosure to herself. Obviously she
is now getting all the attention from the
guests and so loving it!
BRUCE is staying in the bachelors camp,
separated from his dear wife, SHEILA, since
we discovered that she may be pregnant.
Tea garden helper Elné van der Merwe
has a real passion for food

Elné van der Merwe helped to get the
cat tea garden kitchen up and ready.

Muhle spread across a few flimsy branches in a
tree - we have no idea how she stays there!

MANDLA is not very fond of the hot summer
sun so she is always hiding in the shady
areas. We hope that she will fall pregnant

She is a grade 10 student who needed
work to help save towards sports
equipment. She loves animals and has
a passion for food!
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Wedding Bells Ring
at Emdoneni!
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Stars of Emdoneni

We hosted two weddings at the Lodge
recently. Emdoneni congratulates both
couples on their lovely celebrations
and wishes them many wonderful
years together!
Mr Sarel and Mrs Liefie Koekemoer

Mr Sarel Koekemoer is a building contractor
on site at Emdoneni. Originally from Pretoria, he is helping out with all the building
projects that are going on at the same time!
His wife Mrs Koekemoer helps with the
gardening projects around the lodge.
Thank you Oupa Sarel and Ouma Liefie- you
are real Stars of Emdoneni!

A Tribute to Cenessa
We were very saddened at the recent
passing of a close Emdoneni friend.
Cenessa Stork wrote wonderful stories
about the cat project, joined us at our
successful cat releases and was a dear
friend to Cecillie and the Lodge staff.
She will be sorely missed by the whole
community.
Emdoneni will pay tribute to her by
naming the next female cat born in
captivity Cenessa after her.

VISITOR’S
COMMENT
& LINK SHARING

Oupa Sarel hard at work with the building
projects at Emdoneni.

Ron and Chantel Smith (Photo Nadine du Preez)

Christian Koch and Sabine Hilsdorf

Below: Damon Beard, well-known DJ and radio personality
from East Coast Radio, visited us again recently and
instantly fell in love with our boys Moya and Juba.

“I'd love for you to share
my link on your Facebook
page. I had such a lovely
time visiting Emdoneni and
I want as many people as
possible to learn about it! ”
Krista Spurr, Bite-sized Travel
bitesizedtravel@gmail.com
http://bitesizedtravel.ca
Twitter: @bitesizedtravel
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Mia Moorcraft, editor of the Zululand
Obeserver, visited Emdoneni Lodge in early
February and wrote the following marvellous
article about the cat rehabilitation centre in
the Zululand Observer! Thank you Mia!

We once again thank
all our parents who
adopt Cats for
being part of the
Emdoneni Family.
We appreciate your
contibutions and with
your support we can
make a difference!
NEW ADOPTIONS Jan - Feb 2013
Perry & Susan Shea adopted Jane for lifetime
Ken & Kathy Shea adopted Houdini for lifetime
Simone & Victor adopted Max for lifetime
Cylvia Broodryk adopted Grumpy for 1 year
Georgia Gardner adopted Houdini for 1 year
Missoula Tillmans adopted Khaya for 1 year
C Pieterse adopted Grumpy for 1 year
Margit & Juergen Schoettner adopted Bruce
for 1 year
Teddy Dixon adopted Spotty for 1 year
The Sundbergs Family adopted Houdini for
lifetime
Matti adopted Popeye for lifetime
Loren Rotunno adopted Grumpy for lifetime
Sienna Pollastrini adopted Moya for 1 year
Cori adopted Xera for lifetime

The Scott Family adopted Houdini for 1 year
Ocean Evans-Savage adopted Sheila for 1 yr
Jacobus & Ragnhild van Deemter adopted
Houdini for 1 year
Hannanas Schmusebor adopted Houdini for 1 yr

of marketing materials thereafter, including
this newsletter!

MARKETING
Anton Kieck (left) and Big Sky Marketing, a
small business based in Westville Durban,
have been involved in the design work and
marketing of Emdoneni Lodge & the Cat
Project since 2009. Anton was introduced
to us by a neighbour and helped develop
a new logo for the Lodge and a full range

Anton and his family are regular visitors to
the Lodge and Project, and you may see him
in unusual places taking photographs of the
cats, animals, lodge or even a dung beetle!
Thank you Anton, for helping make us look
professional and paying attention to small
details! The cats also appreciate your efforts
and send purr greetings! Cecillie
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